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FeaturesFeatures
Simple effective features that make life that little bit easier.
View all Userbrain features
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Set up in minutesGet access in just a few clicks with easy sign-up, preset templates, and task types.
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Access 100k+ user testersTap into our pool of quality assured user testers — target demographics and use screening questions to find the right users.
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Invite your own testersShare a test link with your customers or friends — get them to user test.
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Analyze your user testsEasily spot usability problems and get UX insights by watching and analyzing user test videos.
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Collaborate with your teamWith Userbrain, it’s easy to get info with comments and downloads to the right people.
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Schedule regular testingKeep your ear to the ground and build empathy by making user testing a habit.


View all Userbrain features
PricingTemplatesBlogContactGet paid to testLoginStart free trial
Start free trialLoginGet paid to test

404
Sorry, we can’t find this page.
Go to homepage
MonicaWhere is this page?
SarahHow did I get here?
MattThis button looks helpful.
What could have caused this?
	The page was removed by us.
	The link you just clicked had a typing mistake or is outdated.
	Or you might have accidentally typed a wrong URL in the address bar.
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Setup
Tester pool
Invite your own users
Analyze your user tests
Team collaboration
Product
About
Pricing
Templates
Careers
Contact
Testing
Adobe XD Prototypes
Axure Prototypes
Figma Prototypes
Framer Prototypes
InVision Prototypes
Sketch Prototypes
Compare
TryMata vs. Userbrain
Userlytics vs. Userbrain
UserTesting vs. Userbrain
UserZoom vs. Userbrain
Userfeel vs. Userbrain
Newsletter
Want simple user testing tips & tricks? Sign up to our newsletter.
Sign up

Customers
Start free trial

Book a demo
Customer Help
Contact Us
Testers
Get paid to test

Tester Help
Tester Login
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